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SR 1300 FLEXIBLE DOOR

The SR 1300 Flexible Door is designed where a thermal and or visual separation is required. Packing plants, food
processing facilities, cold storage warehousing and produce terminals are some of the many users of the SR 1300 door.

Good for all pedestrian, carts or heavy motorized traffic in extreme low temperature (-30 F), dry storage or wash down
environments.

Applications

USDA Compliant

Limitations

Not recommended where heavy wind or excessive air pressure is present.

Features & Advantages

The SR 1300 is the right door for the toughest applications.

The SR 1300 door panel is constructed with food grade approved 2 ply belting
material that is abrasion resistant.

The SR 1300 operates on the top mounted only CMI gravity hinging system leaving
the full width clear for load passage; no bottom hinge to get damaged or maintain.

Doors are custom built to your own specific requirements and can be ordered up
to 48" x 96" for singles and 96" x 96" for pairs. Special sizes and options are
never a problem.

"'-"- I Door panels are sized to allow a 3" overlap at the center of bi-parting doors.
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Optional impact plates are recommended in areas of heavy use for one side or both sides of the door panel. Please
consult the factory for sizes and locations of impact plates for ultimate door protection.

Standard vision panels are 18" x 15" clear vinyl centered in the door panel up
60" from the finished floor.

If balloon jamb edge seals and wipers top and bottom are required please specify
the SR 1300G.

Options & Colors

The SR 1300 is available in food grade approved Green & Black.

Installation & Maintenance
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The SR 1300 is conveniently packaged, ready to install in existing or factory supplied frames. Easy-to-follow instructions
are included.

Warranty

Periodic cleaning with an industrial soap or detergent and regular lubrication of the moving parts is recommended.

The SR 1300 carries a TEN-year hinging system and one-year panel warranty against faulty materials and workmanship.
All warranties stipulate correct installation and sizing requirements.

Order Fulfillment

Most orders are filled within a 3 to 4 week period. All orders are FOB Winnipeg. Prepaid freight is available at extra cost.
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